NEXT STEPS BETWEEN GENEVA AND SENDAI

1. Send good practices according to three pillars to rosec@un.org by 27 February
2. Finalize Istanbul Roadmap, circulate to the group for final endorsement and upload on WCDRR’s website
3. ‘WE’? Safe School Leader countries? Participants?
4. Seek your Government’s endorsement of the Istanbul Roadmap
5. Secure high-level participation from your Government to Sendai and the Safe School Commitments session (14 March 2015, 17:00-18:30)
6. Interested Governments to support reference to WISS and safe school in Sendai
7. Voluntary Commitments – To be formulated through WCDRR’s website (http://www.wcdrr.org/preparatory/commitments)
   - Agree on possible COLLECTIVE Voluntary Commitment to WISS as Safe School Leaders group
   - INDIVIDUAL voluntary commitment to WISS and safe school
   - All commitments will be reflected as part of Sendai’s discussions official records
8. Serve as global advocates for WISS and mobilize further governments to join WISS and Sendai discussions
9. Provide technical support to neighbouring countries in safe school implementation
10. Seek Global Alliance experts’ support for WISS implementation according to the three pillars
11. Appoint DRM Focal Points within MOES to support Global Alliance’s work on Indicators – UNISDR to send letter to WISS MS to identify FPs
12. Link WCDRR’s website to country websites on school safety to highlight national achievements